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Manufacture of cowbells

- Statements Master Cow bell Makers

NOTE

This document includes the declarations by all Portuguese cowbell makers who
hold a declaration of intangible cultural heritage for the Manufacture of Cowbells.
The 13 declarations of authorisation and support are the voices of a group of men
united by ancient knowledge: making and tuning cowbells. These are the last
Portuguese representatives of an art which combines the knowledge of blacksmiths
and coppersmiths with music. These masters of sound use their knowledge to create
soundscapes.
Their knowledge is in real danger of disappearing. Many of these men are in their
70s or 80s, and the transmission of their knowledge is in real danger.
Cowbell makers manufacture a type of cowbell that is typically found throughout
the Iberian Peninsula and in the Atlantic Pyrenees. This cowbell characteristically has
two folds rising from the top that form a loop, contrary to other cowbells that merely
have a handle attached.
This typological unit owes its features to ancient transhumance routes.
The cowbell is also in danger of extinction in Spain, where production knowledge
is also in danger of not being renewed. In France, we located only one cowbell maker
who makes this type of cowbell.
But the danger of extinction — of this metallurgy for manufacturing sound objects
which are part of landscapes — is the “modest” facet of another heritage in danger of
extinction, pastoralism.
We also included a map showing where the art of cowbell making still exists, with
emphasis on the fact that production is in real danger of extinction in many of these
locations. Only at the few manufacturers, those that have industrialised their
operations, the production of cowbells is still somewhat sustainable. This sustainability
implied abandoning old and archaic techniques.
That knowledge is the reason for this request for inclusion in the List of Intangible
Cultural Heritage in Need of Urgent Safeguarding.
During five years of work, we documented the Manufacture of Cowbells in
Portugal. Only a few months ago, on listening to master cowbell maker João Chibeles
Penetra, of Alcáçovas, we understood that a master cowbell maker weighs (?!?!) the
sound when he distributes the pieces of brass before enveloping the cowbell with clay.
The material economy underlying the means of making cowbells produced an
extraordinary object, an object that creates landscapes.
Paulo Lima
Alcáçovas | 2014-12-26
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LOCATIONS FROM WHICH DECLARATIONS WERE RECEIVED

PT/Bragança/Bragança/Semil:QUINTA DO SOUTO
[01] João Manuel dos santos [1929] [•]
PT/Santarém/Tomar/Asseiceira/ASSEICEIRA
[02] Manuel Antunes Cecílio [1936] [•]
PT/Santarém/Cartaxo/Ereira/EREIRA
[03] Feliciano de Jesus Sim Sim [1983] [•]
PT/Évora/Estremoz/Estremoz/ESTREMOZ
[04] António Augusto Sim Sim [1947] [•]
[05] Rui Marcos Sim Sim Gonçalves [1976] [•]
PT/Évora/Reguengos de Monsaraz/Reguengos de M0onsaraz/REGUENGOS DE MONSARAZ
[06] Joaquim José Veladas Correia [1940] [•]
PT/Évora/Viana do Alentejo/Alcáçovas/ALCÁÇOVAS
[07] José Luís Reis Maia [1944] [•]
[08] Guilherme José Fortes Reis Maia [1974] [•]
[09] Francisco António Maia Cardoso [1974] [•]
[10] João Chibeles Penetra [1926] [•]
[11] Joaquim Manuel Vidazinha Sim Sim [1938] [•]
[12] Gregório Guerreiro Sim Sim [1935] [•]
PT/Açores/Angra do Heroísmo/Posto Santo/GROTA DO MEDO
[13] António Ferreira da Costa [1935] [•]

Color table
[•] In activity
[•] Potentially extinct activity
[•]Extinct activity
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— Statements —
Master Cowbell Makers
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[01]

6

[EN]

I, João Manuel dos Santos, am willing to teach my art of cowbell making.
I give my support to this UNESCO candidature.
I am the last cowbell maker in Bragança.
I made the cowbells for the Caretos de Podence (*).
[signature]
16-12-2014

(*) http://caretosdepodence.no.sapo.pt/

7

[02]

8

[EN]

I, Manuel Antunes Cecílio, master cowbell maker, son and grandson of master
cowbell makers, support the UNESCO candidature of cowbell making.
My art is on the verge of extinction. I sincerely hope that this does not come to
pass.
Asseiceira, 17 December 2014
[signature]

9

[03]

10

[EN]

I, Feliciano de Jesus Sim Sim, who I believe to be the youngest cowbell maker in
Portugal, support the candidature of the Making of Cowbells for inclusion on the list of
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. I am 31 years old and I come from a family of
cowbell makers who have been making cowbells for over 300 years.
As the youngest cowbell maker, I am concerned about the future of this art. I think
this candidature can help prevent the disappearance of this art, which has been my
profession since I was 15 years old.
[signature]
18-March-2014
Ereira
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[04]

12

[EN]

I, António Augusto Sim Sim, master cowbell maker and owner of a shop in
Estremoz, have been making cowbells since I was 7 years old. I learnt the art from my
father and the rest of the Sim Sim family, who have been making cowbells since 1783. I
support the inclusion of cowbell making on UNESCO's list of intangible heritage. We
continue to make cowbells the traditional way in my shop and I hope that the art is not
lost, or the fields will fall silent.
Estremoz 17-12-2014
[signature]
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[05]

14

[EN]

I, Rui Marcos Sim Sim Gonçalves, master cowbell maker, support the inclusion of
cowbell making on UNESCO's list of intangible human heritage.
It would be good for cowbells if the art could become more widely known. I
believe that there are a lot of people who would really enjoy discovering this art.
[signature]
17-12-2014
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[06]
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[EN]

I, Joaquim José Veladas Correia, master cowbell maker in Reguengos de Monsaraz,
and the only practitioner of the art in this town, declare my support for the inclusion of
cowbell making on UNESCO's list of intangible human heritage.
I am the son and grandson of master cowbell makers in Reguengos de Monsaraz
and have been making cowbells since I was 14. Today, at the age of 74, I have no
apprentices and no one to continue my work. I hope that this art does not disappear,
because I have dedicated my whole life to it, as did my father Manuel José Correia and
my grandfather António Mendes Correia.
Reguengos de Monsaraz
17-12-2014
[signature]
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[07]

18

[EN]

Alcáçovas, 18 March 2014
I, José Luís Reis Maia, a 70-year old master cowbell maker, acknowledge and
support the candidature of cowbell making for inclusion on the list of the heritage of
humanity (UNESCO).
Aware that this art is facing extinction, as there are only 4 active cowbell makers
under the age of 70, I see in this initiative the possibility of preventing the
disappearance of this age-old art.
Best wishes
[signature]
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[08]

20

[EN]

Alcáçovas, 18 March 2014
I, Guilherme José Fortes Reis Maia, am the son of the master cowbell maker “José
Maia”. I acknowledge and support the candidature for the inclusion of cowbell making
on UNESCO’s list of the heritage of humanity. I am one of the cowbell makers under
the age of 70, which means this art faces a danger of extinction.
I see in this candidature some hope that the art will not disappear.
Best wishes
[signature]
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[09]

22

[EN]

Alcáçovas 18 March 2014
I, Francisco António Maia Cardoso, 39 years of age, have been making cowbells
since I was 16. Initially, I was apprenticed to Master José Maia. Since then, I have been
practising the art for a number of years. I believe I am one of the few masters still alive.
I take pride in my profession and what we are doing for the future and
continuation of the art. An art that should be preserved and continued, given the
unique characteristics of the product.
In this candidature, I see the possibility and the preservation of what is one of the
world’s unique arts.
Best regards,
[signature]
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[10]

24

[EN]

Statement of Support
My name is João Chibeles Penetra and I am one of the last master cowbell makers
in Portugal and in the town of Alcáçovas, where I was born in 1926.
I have spent my whole life making cowbells and selling them at fairs to shepherds,
head stockmen and herdsmen. I have also sent cowbells to many countries. Even
today, I am much remembered and well thought of.
I have been collecting cowbells for over 60 years. I have a museum with over 3,000
'pieces', organised by cowbell maker and by farming house.
Twenty years ago, a journalist told me that when I closed my shop he would go
into mourning, as there was no one to continue my work. Today, it is no longer my
shop and the art itself has begun to mourn. There are no shepherds any more. The land
is all fenced in and hardly anyone buys cowbells. I am too old to be making them
myself.
Once, at the Castro Verde fair, they asked me who was the master who worked
above heaven? I didn't know how to answer, but then they explained that it was the
cowbell maker, because the ring that holds the clapper inside the bell is called the
'heaven'.
I support the UNESCO candidature of the cowbells because I don't want the art of
making and tuning the cowbells to die, especially because it was something I received
from my father.
Alcáçovas, 18-12-2014
João Chibeles Penetra
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[11]
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[EN]
Statement

I, Joaquim Manuel Vidazinha Sim Sim, 76 years of age, Master Cowbell Maker,
aware of the danger of extinction facing an art that I have practised my entire life,
hereby express my support for the candidature for inclusion of cowbell making on the
list of Intangible Heritage of Humanity (UNESCO).
I would also like to state my willingness to transmit my knowledge of making
cowbells to a younger generation.
Alcáçovas, 20 March 2014
The Master Cowbell Maker
[signature]
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[12]

28

[EN]

Statement
I, Gregório Guerreiro Sim Sim, 79 years old, Master Cowbell Maker, am aware of
the danger of extinction faced by an art in which I have worked my whole life. I wish to
express my support for the candidature for the inclusion of cowbell making on the list
of the Intangible Heritage of Humanity (UNESCO).
For health reasons, I am not able to help with the transmission of the art of
cowbell making to the next generation.
Alcáçovas, 20 March 2014
The Master Cowbell Maker
[signature]
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[13]

30

[EN]

I, António Ferreira da Costa, known as António André, was born and am resident in
Grota do Medo, Posto Santo, municipality of Angra do Heroísmo, Terceira Island
(Azores) and I am a maker of cowbells. I am aware of and authorise the application for
the inclusion of cowbell making on UNESCO’s list of intangible heritage in need of
urgent safeguarding.
In the Azores, I am the only maker and I see little future for cowbells.
I hope that this candidature will ensure that this does not come to pass. I am
willing to teach others.
[Signature]

31
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[EN]
Alentejo Tourism Board, ERT

Statement of support for the inclusion of the art of cowbell making on UNESCO’s
urgent safeguarding list

We hereby express our full support, and commitment, for the candidature for
UNESCO world heritage status for the art of cowbell making and, in particular, for the
inclusion of this art on the urgent safeguarding list.
This objective is in total alignment with what the Alentejo Tourism Board aims to
achieve in its promotion of the cultural identity of the region and the incorporation of
such features into the region’s offer as a tourist destination.
It is also for this reason that we are currently developing a broader programme,
called the Development Plan for the Intangible Cultural Heritage of the Alentejo, in
which the art of cowbell making will figure significantly.
We aim to draw up an ethical charter for cultural tourism that will specifically address
our intangible cultural heritage and the responsible enjoyment of this by both those
that visit us and those that live here.
Given our role, then, we are not just an interested party but have also mobilised
organisational and financial resources to aid this work. This effort has focused on the
enrolment of cowbell making in the National Inventory of Intangible Cultural Heritage
and the preparation and dissemination of a safeguarding plan designed to prevent this
asset from disappearing.
The chair
[signature]
Beja, 19 March 2014

[EN]
Alcáçovas Parish Council

Statement

The Alcáçovas Parish Council, aware of the danger of extinction faced by cowbell
making, hereby expresses its support for the inclusion of the cowbell maker’s art on
the list of the Intangible Heritage of Humanity (UNESCO).
The Alcáçovas Parish Council also undertakes to seek the provision of financial and
logistical support for the transmission of the knowledge involved in making cowbells.

Alcáçovas, 20 March 2014
The Chair of the Council
[signature]

[EN]
Statement

The Viana do Alentejo Municipal Council, aware of the danger of extinction faced by
cowbell making, not just within the municipality but also in the rest of Portugal, has
implemented a number of initiatives designed to prevent this from happening.
The making of cowbells, or the Art of the Cowbell Making, is an important part of
both the heritage and the sustainability of the town of Alcáçovas. It is also a key
element in the identity and social cohesion of the town’s inhabitants.
This is why this local authority has been working, since 2010, to support the drawing
up and implementation of a safeguarding plan for this art. We have also put a great
deal of effort into setting up the partnerships that would help the dignifying,
recognition, promotion, sustainability and transmission of this manifestation of our
intangible cultural heritage.
In 2013, a protocol was signed between the Alcáçovas Parish Council, the Tourism
Board for the Alentejo and Ribatejo and this municipal council for the setting up of a
safeguarding strategy for a practice on the verge of extinction.
Aware, informed and participating in the request for the inclusion of cowbell making
on UNESCO’s list of intangible cultural heritage in need of urgent safeguarding, the
Viana do Alentejo Municipal Council has made every effort to seek out the financial
support and strategic partnerships required for the construction of the Interpretative
Centre for Pastoralism and Traditional Metallurgy in the town of Alcáçovas.
This centre, which was offered a home in the town’s former cinema, will be
responsible for implementing the safeguarding plan for cowbell making, as detailed on
the application form for the inclusion of this art on the abovementioned list.
The Viana do Alentejo Municipal Council hopes that this statement, and the willthat it
expresses, serve to reinforce the efforts being made to ensure that this important art
does not die out in Alcáçovas, or Portugal. Without the unique object known as the
cowbell, the fields will fall silent and there will be no masters working over the «sky»*.

The Mayor of Viana do Alentejo
[signature]

(*) Sky refers to the metal loop or tongue from which the cowbell’s clapper is suspended.

[EN]
Statement
Municipality of Cartaxo
To
The Chair of the Tourism Board for the Alentejo and Ribatejo
Apartado 335
7800-427 Beja

Subject: Statement of support for the application for inclusion of the art of cowbell
making on UNESCO’s urgent safeguarding list

Dear Sir,
Aware of the need to safeguard our heritage, as a cultural and patrimonial factor of
differentiation, I hereby express our willingness to support the application for
inclusion of the art of cowbell making on UNESCO’s urgent safeguarding list. We are
ready to participate in any safeguarding plan that will help prevent the disappearance
of this art and will immediately set in train the process for requesting the enrolment of
the art of cowbell making in the Inventory of Intangible Cultural Heritage.
Municipality of Cartaxo, 18 March 2014
The Mayor
[signature]

[EN]
Statement

The Municipal Council of Estremoz, acknowledging the value of the candidature
being prepared by the Tourism Board for the Alentejo and Ribatejo, for the inclusion of
the making of cowbells on UNESCO’s List of Intangible Cultural Heritage in need of
urgent safeguarding, hereby expresses its support for this initiative.
Bearing in mind that this art form is on the verge of extinction and that it is still
practised in the municipality of Estremoz, the Municipal Council of Estremoz is happy
to be a part of this candidature and of the safeguarding plan that will prevent the art
of cowbell making from dying out.
This municipal council also believes that the Tourism Board for the Alentejo and
Ribatejo should take the necessary steps to ensure that the making of cowbells is
immediately enrolled in the National Inventory of Intangible Cultural Heritage.

Estremoz, 19 March 2014
The Mayor
[signature]

[EN]
Statement of support for the application to include the “Art of Cowbell Making” on
UNESCO’s urgent safeguarding list
Dr. José Gabriel Calixto, a Portuguese national and Mayor of the Reguengos de
Monsaraz Municipal Council, hereby declares to UNESCO, the United Nations
Educational Scientific and Cultural Organisation, that:
1Having been informed of the application to include the “Art of Cowbell
Making” on UNESCO’s urgent safeguarding list;
2- Being aware of the importance of this candidature for the recognition of
the “Art of Cowbell Making” as an attribute of our culture and our identity;
3- Being available to participate in any safeguarding plan that contributes
to the sustainability of this art, and the transmission of the same;
4- Being available to aid the listing of cowbell making in the National
Inventory of Intangible Cultural Heritage;
5- I hereby, through this act, formalise my support for this initiative and
express my consent for the submission of this candidature to UNESCO, for the
stated purposes.
Reguengos de Monsaraz, 18 March 2014
The declarant
[signature]

[EN]
Posto Santo Parish Council
www.jfpostosanto.pt
Statement
The parish council acknowledges the application for inclusion of cowbell making on
the list of intangible cultural heritage in need of urgent safeguarding (UNESCO).
Given that António Ferreira da Costa, known as António André, master cowbell
maker and only cowbell maker in the Archipelago of the Azores, works in this parish of
Posto Santo, in the hamlet of Grota do Medo, this parish council wishes to express its
support for this initiative.
We also wish to express our interest in collaborating in any safeguarding plan that
would encourage the development of this art.
The Chair
[signature]

